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Quiz Date: 28th April 2020
Directions (1-10): Read the following passage and answer the questions following it. Several
alphabets are given to help you assist in answering those questions.
With US sanctions on Iran and Venezuela coming into effect on 2 May and Saudi Arabia restraining
crude oil output, Indian refiners have started looking for sources of new crude oil supply to feed
their _______(A)_______ with heavy sweet crude, in addition to importing from Iraq.
Refiners prefer the heavy sweet crude supplied by Iran and Venezuela, which helps them produce
low-sulphur fuel oil ahead of new shipping emissions norms that kick in January 2020. In 2018-19,
India imported close to 10% of its domestic oil requirement from Iran. (B)Though refiners said Iran
offered commercially(1) attractive oil import terms to India, including a 60-day credit period
and revenue(2) on oil and insurance, it will not have a major impact on discounts(3), since for India,
it is only 10% of its total oil import(4).
However, Despite US sanctions on Iran, the country’s crude oil supply to India increased 6.24% to
24 million tonnes (MT) in 2018-19, as India managed to import a sizeable volume largely due to
sanction waivers provided by the US. (C)Imports from sanction-hit Venezuela dropped 5.56% to
17.32 MT last fiscal year, against 18.34 MT imported in the previous year. Earlier in 2012, sanctions
imposed on Tehran by the Obama administration had forced India to reduce its Iranian oil imports
by half.
"We have put in place alternatives to replace oil imports from Iran and Venezuela. It was only
imperative to look for other options," according to a senior executive of an oil marketing company,
who spoke on the condition of _______(D)_______.
India imports over 80% of its oil needs. Iran was also the third-largest supplier of crude oil to India
after Saudi Arabia and Iraq. The cost of oil import went up from $87.4 billion in 2017-18 to $107
billion in 2018-19 as average annual crude oil price went up from $57.85 per barrel to $70.86 per
barrel.
Last fiscal year, Iraq maintained its position as the largest crude oil supplier to India in 201819, (E)____________________________________________, or a 2% increase in the previous fiscal year,
according to data from the Directorate General of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics (DGCIS).
Crude oil supply by Saudi Arabia, leader of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC), increased 12% to 40.33 MT last fiscal year. Currently, India’s ______(F)______ suppliers are
Saudi Arabia and Iraq. Thanks to the Impose (G), oil exports from the US to India shot up 328% to
6 MT in 2018-19, from 1.4 MT in 2017-18, pushing the US to the ninth position among the top 10 oil
exporters to India. US was ranked 18th in 2017-18.
"Availability of crude is not an issue. There are many suppliers in the market. However, for Indian
refiners, distance is an important factor as this adds to the freight cost. (H)If an
available crude(1) trades at a discount to Brent crude with option (2) of $3-4 a barrel, we can
overcome the freight(3) cost, making the crude an attractive difference(4)," according to an
official from an oil marketing company. For oil marketing companies (OMCs), 60-70% of crude oil
supply is term contract since it ensures a steady supply. Around 30-40% of the crude requirement
is imported on a spot basis
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(I)Indias’ overall domestic crude oil production declined 7 per cent to 2,713 thousand metric tonne
(TMT) in April 2019 due to decline in production from fields operated by Oil and Natural Gas
Corporation (ONGC), Oil India and those under production sharing contracts (PSC).The decline in
production in the month coupled with a 14 per cent increase in crude oil imports (J) as compared to
83.8 per cent recorded in the corresponding month a year ago. The country had produced 2,914 TMT
of crude oil in April 2018.
Q1. Which of the following words given in the options should come at the place marked as (A) in
the above passage to make it grammatically correct and meaningful? Also, the word should fill in
the two sentences given below to make them contextually correct and meaningful.
(i) Indian OMCs have informed the ministry of petroleum and natural gas about
their ______________ production during the month of April 2019
(ii) Though the country is short in producing crude oil, which is turned into fuel at ___________, it
manufactures surplus petroleum products.
(a) Supplies
(b) Requirements
(c) Refineries
(d) Ambitions
(e) None of these
Q2. The sentence given in (B) has four words given in bold. Amongst the given bold words which of
the followings must interchange to make the sentence grammatically and contextually correct and
meaningful?
(a) 1-4
(b) 2-3
(c) 2-4
(d) 3-4
(e) None of these
Q3. In the above passage, a sentence (C) is given in Italics. There may or may not be an error in one
part of the sentence. Choose the part which has an error in it as your answer. If there is no error,
then choose option (e) as your answer.
(a) Imports from sanction-hit Venezuela
(b) No Error
(c) against 18.34 MT import
(d) in the previous year
(e) dropped 5.56% to 17.32 MT last fiscal year
Q4. Which of the following words should fill the blank given in (D) to make it contextually correct
and meaningful?
(a) Intricacy
(b) Fidelity
(c) Obscurity
(d) Levity
(e) None of the above
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Q5. Which of the following phrases should fill the blank (E) to make it contextually and
grammatically meaningful and correct respectively?
(a) 90 per cent of government revenue and 60 per cent of gross domestic product.
(b) which is currently produced around 2.7 million b/d in line with its quota
(c) movement which led to bans worldwide on shopping bags, straws and other single-use items
(d) supplying more than 46.61 MT of crude oil
(e) None of these.

Q6. Which of the following words given in the options should come at the place marked as (F) in the
above paragraph to make it grammatically and contextually meaningful and correct? Also, the word
should fill the two sentences given below to make them contextually correct and meaningful?
(i) Most parts of the State are already facing the problem of water shortage and availability of water
for agriculture could be a _____________ cause for worry in future.
(ii) India’s possible role in developing the terminal had become a _______________ flash point within
the government.
(a) Significant
(b) Serving
(c) Subordinate
(d) Collateral
(e) None of the above.
Q7. A word is given in bold in (G). Choose the word which should replace the word given in bold to
make the sentence correct and meaningful. If no change is required, choose option (e) as your
answer.
(a) Ratification
(b) Embargo
(c) Accreditation
(d) Derelict
(e) No change required
Q8. The sentence given in (H) has four words given in bold. Amongst the given bold words, which
of the followings must replace each other to make the sentence contextually correct and
meaningful?
(a) 1-4
(b) 2-3
(c) 2-4
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(d) 3-4
(e) No replacement required
Q9. In the passage given, a sentence (I) is given in Italics. There may or may not be an error in one
part of the sentence. Choose the part which has an error in it as your answer.
(a) Indias’ overall domestic crude oil production declined 7 per cent to 2,713 thousand metric
tonne
(b) in April 2019 due to decline in production from fields
(c) operated by Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC), Oil India
(d) and those under production sharing contracts (PSC).
(e) No error
Q10. Two sentences are given in italics on both sides of (J). Which of the following statements can
come in between the two sentences in place of (J) and maintain the continuity of the paragraph?
(a) Pushed the country’s crude oil import dependence to 86.8 per cent
(b) The country’s second largest state-owned oil and gas explorer's crude oil production fell by 3.32
per cent to 265 TMT.
(c) making up 6.8% of India’s machinery imports in the same period
(d) with foreign capital in hi-tech industry increasing by 41%
(e) None of the above

Directions (11-15): Answer the following questions after rearranging the following sentences
into a coherent paragraph and identify the sentence that doesn’t fit into the context of the
paragraph.
(A) And in the few cases where the teachers did come, the parents found the teachers to be hopelessly
incompetent.
(B) This debate should have died after the 1991 liberalisation when poor parents woke up and became
eager to send their children to English medium schools.
(C) The poor wanted schools, but couldn’t find any. Many primary schools that had supposedly
been “built” by government in remote villages simply didn’t exist: that money had long
evaporated through corruption.
(D) And so, where the government fails, private enterprise steps in to retrieve the situation and bring in
a modicum of development.
(E) For a long time in policy circles it was argued that education should be made compulsory for the
children of the poor. Apparently, the poor didn’t know the value of education and used their children as
labour.
(F) That poor parents are choosing to pay twice for their children’s education tells that something is
seriously wrong with the private system.
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(G) Where the poor did have a local primary school, it was dilapidated and its appointed teachers didn’t
even come to the school.
Q11. Considering statement (C) “The poor wanted schools, but couldn’t find any. Many primary schools
that had supposedly been “built” by government in remote villages simply didn’t exist: that money had long
evaporated through corruption.” as the THIRD sentence of the rearranged paragraph, then which among
the followings fails to become a part of the coherent paragraph?
(a) E
(b) G
(c) B
(d) A
(e) F
Q12. Among the following pairs which one of them is formed with two consecutive statements after the
rearrangement (excluding the incoherent sentence)?
(a) C-A
(b) A-B
(c) E-G
(d) G-A
(e) F-B
Q13. Considering statement (C) “The poor wanted schools, but couldn’t find any. Many primary schools
that had supposedly been “built” by government in remote villages simply didn’t exist: that money had long
evaporated through corruption.” as the THIRD sentence of the rearranged paragraph, identify the correct
sequence of the sentences to form a coherent paragraph (excluding the incoherent one).
(a) EBCGAD
(b) DACGBF
(c) EACFGB
(d) EBCGDA
(e) ADCFBE
Q14. Considering statement (C) “The poor wanted schools, but couldn’t find any. Many primary schools
that had supposedly been “built” by government in remote villages simply didn’t exist: that money had long
evaporated through corruption.” as the THIRD sentence of the rearranged paragraph, which of the
following statements should be the FIFTH sentence after the rearrangement? (excluding the incoherent
sentence)
(a) F
(b) D
(c) A
(d) C
(e) B
Q15. Considering statement (C) “The poor wanted schools, but couldn’t find any. Many primary schools
that had supposedly been “built” by government in remote villages simply didn’t exist: that money had long
evaporated through corruption” as the THIRD sentence of the rearranged paragraph, which of the
following statements should be the LAST sentence after the rearrangement? (excluding the incoherent
sentence)
(a) A
(b) G
(c) F
(d) D
(e) C
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Solutions

S1. Ans. (c)
Sol. Among the given words, “Refineries” fits aptly in the context of the passage as it means the
action of improving or being improved. All the other words are either contextually incoherent to
the passage or they fail to fit in either of the sentences. Hence, option (c) becomes the most suitable
answer choice.
Ambitions mean a strong desire to do or achieve something.
S2. Ans. (b)
Sol. The position of the words ‘Revenue’ and ‘Discounts’ may seem grammatically correct but the
given sentence is talking about the merits of Iranian Oil supply and is talking about the effects of US
sanctions on Indian Economy. Hence, option (b) is the correct replacement.
S3. Ans. (b)
Sol. There is no error in the sentence.
S4. Ans. (c)
Intricacy means the quality of being very complicated or detailed.
Fidelity means faithfulness to a person, cause, or belief
Obscurity means the state of being unknown, inconspicuous
Levity means the treatment of a serious matter with humour or lack of due respect
Hence, from the given options only option (c) makes the sentence both grammatically and
contextually correct.
S5. Ans. (d)
Sol. The answer to the given question can be inferred from the sentence following the blank, ‘or a
2% increase in the previous fiscal year’ The use of conjunction ‘or’ is showing that the blank should
be in line with the following sentence. So, from the given options only option (d) fits the above
criteria. Also, there is a grammatical error in option (b) whereas option (c) is out of the context of
the passage. Hence, option (d) is the correct answer.
S6. Ans. (a)
Sol. Significant means sufficiently great or important to be worthy of attention
Subordinate means lower in rank or position.
Collateral means connected but less important
Serving: a quantity of food suitable for or served to one person.
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Hence, option (a) is the correct answer.
S7. Ans. (b)
Sol. Impose means force on someone
Ratification means the action of signing or giving formal consent to a treaty
Embargo means an official ban on trade or other commercial activity
Accreditation means an acknowledgment of a person’s responsibility for an achievement of
something
Derelict means in a very poor condition as a result of disuse and neglect
The use of Impose in the sentence is incorrect instead it should be replaced with Embargo. Hence,
option (b) is the correct answer.
S8. Ans. (c)
Sol. The use of ‘difference’ in ‘making the crude an attractive difference’ doesn’t make a logical
sense as per the context of the sentence. But after the replacement of word ‘difference’ with ‘option’
the sentence become more meaningful and contextually correct. Hence, option (c) is the correct
answer choice.
S9. Ans. (a)
Sol. There is grammatical error in part (a) of the sentence. The use of Indias’ is incorrect instead it
should be India’s because the latter one is showing the possession which the former one failed to do
because of the incorrect structure. Hence, option (a) is the correct answer.
S10. Ans. (a)
Sol. The correct answer to the given question can be inferred from the preceding sentence of the
blank which is talking about crude oil imports and the following sentence is comparing those crude
imports. So, the intermediate sentence should be the one which discuss about the crude imports in
India, so that it can make a coherent sense. Hence, from the given options only option (a) is
satisfying the above said criteria.
S11. Ans. (e)
Sol. Drawing a hint from the third sentence, the theme of the paragraph can be derived that it is
describing about the issue of unscrupulous practices while providing education to the poor children.
Sentence (E) perfectly introduces the theme of the paragraph as it has stated that a disagreement
regarding the provision of compulsory education for the poor. Sentence (B) follows sentence (E) as the
sentence begins with “This debate…”. Here the subject “this debate” refers to the argument mentioned in
sentence (E). Sentence (G) should follow sentence (C) as it describes the poor functioning of the schools
in the rural areas. Sentence (A) and sentence (G) forms a coherent pair as they both describes about the
mismanagement of the schools in rural areas. Sentence (D) perfectly concludes the paragraph as it states
the solution to overcome the failure of the government to provide compulsory education to the poor
children. Sentence (F) is incoherent with the context of the paragraph and cannot fit logically in the
sequence of the sentences. Thus the final sequence formed is EBCGAD. Hence, option (e) is the most
suitable answer choice.
S12. Ans. (d)
Sol. Sentence (A) and sentence (G) forms a coherent pair as they both describes about the
mismanagement of the schools in rural areas. Sentence (D) perfectly concludes the paragraph as it states
the solution to overcome the failure of the government to provide compulsory education to the poor
children. Sentence (F) is incoherent with the context of the paragraph and cannot fit logically in the
sequence of the sentences. Thus the final sequence formed is EBCGAD. Hence, option (d) is the most
suitable answer choice.
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S13. Ans. (a)
Sol. Drawing a hint from the third sentence, the theme of the paragraph can be derived that it is
describing about the issue of unscrupulous practices while providing education to the poor children.
Sentence (E) perfectly introduces the theme of the paragraph as it has stated that a disagreement
regarding the provision of compulsory education for the poor. Sentence (B) follows sentence (E) as the
sentence begins with “This debate…”. Here the subject “this debate” refers to the argument mentioned in
sentence (E). Sentence (G) should follow sentence (C) as it describes the poor functioning of the schools
in the rural areas. Sentence (A) and sentence (G) forms a coherent pair as they both describes about the
mismanagement of the schools in rural areas. Sentence (D) perfectly concludes the paragraph as it states
the solution to overcome the failure of the government to provide compulsory education to the poor
children. Sentence (F) is incoherent with the context of the paragraph and cannot fit logically in the
sequence of the sentences. Thus the final sequence formed is EBCGAD. Thus the final sequence formed is
EBCGAD. Hence, option (a) is the most suitable answer choice.
S14. Ans. (c)
Sol. The final sequence formed is EBCGAD. Hence, option (c) is the most suitable answer choice.
S15. Ans. (d)
Sol. The final sequence formed is EBCGAD. Hence, option (d) is the most suitable answer choice.
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